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Volume CXIII, Issue 25 THERE'S NO STUFF LIKE GOOD STUFF Friday, April 25, 1997
Women "Take Back the Night" Letter raises concern
f
r
-
Last niuhl. mer 150 umnt'ii .uiti nu
NATE STR1CKLER
About 150 women arrived in
Lowry at 7:30 p.m. last night tor the
Take Back the Night March, which
commenced with reading of statis-
tics and poetry. Amongst the many
women at the march, llv-r- e were
twelve male supporters, double the
number of last year' s march. These
women and men gathered in an ef-
fort to end violence against women
and all present were asked to wear
bells in order to break the silence of
women not speaking about violence.
Black armbands were also handed
out to victims of violent crimes.
The march, sponsored by the
Women's Resource Center, was
V Author Michael Dorris com-
mitted suicide April 1 1. He vis-
ited the College as a Forum
speaker in the fall of 1995.
V Dr. Vasant Joshi will offer a
talk and practice session on "The
Experience of Meditation in
Yoga" on Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
Lean Lecture.
n u.ithi-rt- l to conntt-- r ioltntt' ;iuainst women.
scheduled jsa part of the 'Women's
Week.-.- ' activities.
At 7:45 p.m. Meg Toth '47 began
ihe ceremony, by telling everyone
that there was going to be a bell
tolling every fifteen seconds to sig-
nify a violent crime against a woman.
Three women stood up and began
reading statistics about violence,
punctuated every IS seconds by the
bell tolling. It was a striking re-
minder of the little heard and little
publicized crimes against women.
The statistics ended with Julie
Oliverio 97 reading her own poem
about women being socialized to
not fight back. She used the ex-
ample of the Richard Speck case, in
which Speck raped and killed seven
V Tomorrow in the Pit from I to
3 pjn.. WVNs Reality Market of-
fers insight into the real world.
V Library carrel requests are due
in Mimi Lewellen's office by Mon-
day. April 28.
J,
leniule nurses while only o'ne sur- -
icd. hiding under the bed. ""Didn't
anyone teach these women to tight
back.'" Oliverio inquired.
The march itself began with all of
the women gathering in front of
Lowry and marching towards the
' library down University St.. through
the Kauke arch, around the quad,
and back to Lowry.. "Women unite.
Take back the night was one of the
chants they yelled as they crossed
campus. The idea behind the march
is for a large group of women to
gather together so that they feel safe
at night without having to worry
please see TAKE BACK THE
NIGHT MARCH, page 2
ii
V The Red Cross will set up a
table in Lowry on April 30 from 5 to
7 pjn. and May 1 from 12 to 2 p.m.
and 5 to 7 pjn. to collect donations
for victims of Ohio flooding. Con-
tributions may also be sent to Susan
JenneratC-193-4.
JAMES ROLLER
Women's Week proceedings were
complicated this week by the ap-
pearance of a letter parodying gen-
der roles in society with a focus on
Women's Week. The major con-
cern regarding the letter dealt not
only with its content hut also the
authorship.
rhc letter, entitled "Something to
Trunk About During "Women's
Week.'" was found earl Tuesday
morning on bulletin hoards in-W.ign- er
hy HC( )Sr representativ cs
posting Karth W eek I tiers. Copies
were rurwarded to various organi-
zations and people on campus, in-
cluding active participants in
Women's Week.
Beginning with the paragraph.
"An alien once v isited Earth. This
alien ,aw two types of humans --
men and women." ihe letter de-
scribed a theoretical .relationship
between men and' women :n whui:
voiii.n generally led i mote c--;-!- ul
ii!e than men and av-c- d loru-.- r
Men "iniiiKd Itir "a n 1 in -
.:i e t:l - - . , !;!;:. "
ii.! ..ii;:i.i!iv .
".':!. -- .u-rv e ..n . ..:-.- .
. ! ".. p:ic:ioi::e.".-'- . . ..!..; -- v iu:. -
Conga drums stolen
NEWSSERVICES
Two conga drums valued at almost SKMMt were taken trom the
Timken Rehearsal Room of the Scheide Music Center during the
weekend of April II to 13. "We've searched the entire facility and
talked with a number of students about this, and it appears now that the
drums have been stolen." said Jeffrey Lindberg. associate professor of
music. "Whoever took the drums must know that these instruments are
very valuable, and thus Campus Security and the Wooster Police are
treating this matter as a possible felony. This is much worse than
stealing the sign in front of Galpin Hall," added Lindberg. The drums,
which were given to the Wooster Symphony by the Women's Commit-
tee for the Orchestra, are used extensively by the Percussion Ensemble
and the College percussion students. The drums were scheduled to be
used in last weekend's Spring Dance Concert but obviously were not
available. Anyone with knowledge about, the missing conga brums is
urged to telephone the music office at x24 19.
V Tomorrow, students will leave
from Lowry at 1 1 a.m. to walk, bike
or ran to Spangler Park, where
Chuck Kammer will speak for the
final event of Earth Week.
Week.'" According to the letter,
women "declared a week to tell the
w orld how wonderful women were."
In the meantime men reacted by
"selflessly swallowed their pride
even at this insult .." The letter
concluded by say ing ""the alien sped
away trom l:arth '" and decided
that "the planet would be avoided
until a democratic social system
emefjed. " .
According :o Meg Toth '4". co-aireci- or
tor the Women's Resource-Center- ,
bet ween midnight and a.m.
m Tuesdav two copies ol the letter
were posted, one in Wagncf and
another m kauke Hie WRC re-
ceived calls :rom Concerned siu-deiit- s.
as well as a copv ol the liver.
At the bottom, it .v as signed "T he
meaol t 1" the dice k ietlei s ot
i'hi Delia Sigma. The actual author
of the letter i -- pule, ho'-ve-- . er
-- lorsc (, roi nted
u ; ; i.r.
V Women's Week concludes
tomorrow, when all are invited to
gather in the Pit from 6 to 730
p.m. to share fine arts by and
about women.
V The recipients of the Cam-
pus Council Honoraria awards
will be announced by May I .
111
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News Briefs
NATIONAL
The floodwalers have stopped rising and by early Thursday morning the
river was a foot below its record crest in Grand Forks, ND. The city was
virtually abandoned by the time the Red River crested a few days ago at 54
feet, more than twice the flood stage. The Red has continued to flood its
banks farther north, threatening small towns on both sides of the U.S.-
Canada border, 100 miles away. Mayor Pat Owens said people in one
southwestern section of the city would be allowed to return to their flooded
homes for a brief time Thursday afternoon to assess damage and retrieve
belongings. To get into their neighborhoods, residents will have to go
through vehicle checkpoints, she said. It will take months, maybe years, to
repair burned downtown buildings, swamped sewers, contaminated drink-
ing supplies, flooded homes and businesses. However, looting has not been
a big problem. Curfews and road blocks have kept things quiet and
helicopters with night-visio- n equipment spot people moving in and out of
houses and buildings. A state of emergency was declared in Manitoba,
where thousands of residents have already been ordered to leave their
homes. The floodwaters were not expected to reach Canada until Friday.
INTERNATIONAL
Homosexuals can reach holiness in the Roman Catholic Church only if
they follow the Church's rules of abstaining from sexual activity, the
Vatican newspaper said Wednesday. "God loves all of us as we are, with
our limits, our peculiarities, which can become paths to holiness," said the
article written by Jean-Lour- is Brugues, a member of the International
Theological Commission, in "L'Osservatore Romano," a semi-offici- al
newspaper. The article however restated the Church position that homo-
sexuality or homosexual tendencies were not wrong or sinful but that
homosexual acts were. . It referred to homosexual acts as "genital prac-
tices." It also repeated themes from a major 1 986 Vatican document that
deplored violence against homosexuals. It said Catholics, including
priests, should not show "contempt" for homosexuals, but treat them with
the same charity as they would other Christians. -
Hostages held by rebels in Peru were freed Tuesday in a lightning raid
by Peruvian soldiers, saving 71 of the 72 hostages. Speaking in a news
conference Wednesday, Peru's President Alberto Fujimori said meticulous
preparation and swift action were essential in the mission to free the
captives. The Tupac Amaru Revolutionary Movement seized the hostages
December 1 7 and demanded the release of some 400 of their imprisoned
comrades. Fujimori stressed that timing was also a major factor in his
decision. The president told reporters that rebel leader Nestor Cerpa had
said he would allow doctors to visit the hostages only once a week. With
several hostages said to be suffering from health problems, Fujimori said
he interpreted that as a threat. "We thought that the situation was deterio-
rating very quickly," Fujimori said. "All possibilities of a peaceful solution
were exhausted." 1 4 rebels, two soldiers and one hostage. Supreme Court
Justice Carlos Giusti, died in the rescue. Giusti reportedly died of a heart
attack. Commandos had been positioned in tunnels beneath the booby
trapped compound since Sunday. They burst into the compound reportedly
catching Cerpa and a half-doze-n rebels off-guar- d, playing soccer in the
downstairs reception area. By using infra-re-d sensors and microphones, the
soldiers had a precise picture of the residence and shot on sight.
News Briefs compiled by Allen Ward with information
. from "CNN Online."
This letter is to extend our sincere thanks to all the
Zetas and Betas who have been so kind to come to
our home and sit with our son while recuperating
from surgery. You all have been wonderful! What a
great, sincere, loving group, who have entertained,
fed, and amused Andrew, when a much needed;
diversion was neccessary.
f Thanks for helping him pass the time these past
I few weeks and lifting his spirits. Your help and
( moughfulness is greatly appreciated. ; r
r Also, a special thanks to Eliza Gerlach andJessica
f'Armstrong-Penningto- n for making this happen. -
-- Sincerely, A'y".
The Remarks
Take Back the Night
continued from page 1
about being attacked, as many said
they do whenever they walk across
campus alone after dark.
The twelve men gathered outside
Lowry after the women left to show
their support. They chanted, 'Take
back the night for women and men,"
as they made their way across Beall
and around the quad, then waited at
the Armington quad to cheer on the
women.
Men from Andrews began to yell
at them so the men cheered even
louder. As the men chanted, they
were gradually drowned out by the
sound of the women chanting and
cheering. As they came by, the men
cheered in support of their friends,
girlfriends and acquaintances. The
men then rejoined the women in
front of Lowry, holding hands and
showing support silently. Philip
Walsh, professor of art, commented
Letter
continued from page 1
ing on Tuesday, the Dells resolved
to draft a letter to the Voice (see
page 4) and encourage dialogue with
organizers ofWomen's Week. They
have denied any association with
the letter.
Karen Taylor, professor of his-
tory and advisor for the WRC, dis-
cussed the matter with Morse and
was convinced the Delts were sin-
cere in their denial of association
with the letter. "I don't think it was
the Delts ... the women I've talked
to don't think it's the Delts."
Taylor felt strongly about the
letter and drafted a response, along
with Professor Philip Walsh of the
art history department and Profes-
sor Nick Young of the sociology
and anthropology departments, for
publication in this week's Voice (see
page 4).
Kathleen Reynolds 99 found the
copy of the letter in Wagner while
putting up signs for ECOS' celebra-
tion of Earth week. Reynolds took
down the sign and made five copies
on the men's march, saying, "This
is definitely the smallest demon-
stration that I've ever taken part in,
which makes it that much more of a
demonstration."
The women then gathered in front
of Lowry to hear a recitation of
Maya Angelou's poem "And Still I
Rise" while the bell continued to be
rung every fifteen seconds. After
the group assembled inside there
was an open microphone to anyone
who wanted to tell a story or to show
support for the march.
Many women spoke, as well as a
few men who wanted to let the
women know that they supported
them. The women talked about any-
thing from feeling unsafe at night in
Wooster to bei ng raped on this cam-
pus to sexual abuse as a child.
Through empowering demonstra-
tions and talking about violence
against women, these women hope
to put it to an end. .
of it because "I felt like it was im-
portant." Those copies were then
forwarded to the WRC and some
friends of Reynolds involved. with
Women's Week.
Reynolds, further explained, that
she did not forward copies of the
letter to pass judgment on the Delts.
"I don't see the act of taking it the
letter as an accusation to the Delts,"
said Reynolds, "but as a response to
Women's Week that needed to be
addressed." She continued to say
that she felt the issue was more im-
portant than whom was to blame.
Reynolds said she gave her assur-
ance to the Delts that she would not
be a part of accusations unless some
proof was introduced.
Toth echoed Reynolds and Tay-
lor, saying that she did not believe
the Delts were behind the letter. "I
was pleased Delt member Mackie
Feierstein 97 came tonight and
spoke," said Toth, referring to the
open m ic session after the Take Back
the Night march. She was con-
cerned that relations would be
strained between the Delts and the
The Academic Planning Committee will
present a preliminary set of goals to the
community on Monday, April 28. A copy of
the goals can be picked up at Lowry Front
Desk or accessed on the internet at http:
www.wooster.eduAPCgoals.html.
All are invited to discuss these preliminary
goals with the committee on Thursday,
May 1 at 4 p.m. in Lean Lecture Hall.Questions should be directed to Brian
Friedman at x3827.
march
Julie Oliverio '97, co-direct- or of
WRC, commented on this year's
evening. "I think it went really well.
I was glad to see so many men com-
fortable enough to get up and talk,"
she said.
Toth, also a co-direc- tor of WRC,
was also pleased with the turn out.
In particular, she said she felt the
event can be beneficial for first year
.students. "I think a lot of women
come here who haven't had the op-
portunity before to talk about things
that happened to them in theirchild-hoo- d
or earlier in life," she said.
Bryan Prusha '98 particpated last
year and helped organized more men
to participate this year. "I really
hope that next year I can have more
men included in the march and make
it true solidarity," he said. "I'm
really impressed by the number of
men who have showed up over the
last several years and I really hope
that continues."
women on campus. Speaking about
whomever wrote the letter, Toth
said, "I wonder if they realize the
effects that the letter has on
women."
Feierstein indicated that he has
been well-receiv- ed by the women
he has spoken to regarding the mat-
ter. "I got a lot of positive com-
ments," said Feierstein. He indi-
cated that there is no formal investi-
gation underway. "I have not done
any investigation."
Speaking on future in vestigations.
Chair of the Committee on Social
Organizations Bob Rodda said that
there are none planned by the body,
which is not scheduled to meet this
week. Rodda did not eliminate the
possibility of an emergency meet-
ing, but he doubted one would take
place.
Toth was optimistic about the fu-
ture of Women's Week. She was
glad that more men came to the Take
Back the Night this year to speak
and hopes that students realize that
"the events are for everyone," and
not just women.
The Great Lakes Colleges As
sociation would like to thank the
cast and crew of "for colored girls
who have considered suicide when
the rainbow is enuf" for their un
forgettable performance on April
5, 1997 at the Black Studies Con-
ference at DePauw University.
The conference planning commit-
tee and participants cannot thank
these individuals enough for add-
ing such energy, talent, and above
all inspiration to the conference,
"for colored girls ..." was truly
the highlight of the weekend.
Jamie Hart
Program Officer of GLCA
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Highland
SUSAN WITTSTOCK
A few of the difficulties the Scot
Band, pipers and dancers have had
in obtaining and maintaining their
unique kilt uniforms may be evident
during their final concert of the year
this Sunday evening in McGaw. The
Scottish Highland dancers, who wear
different style uniforms than the rest
of the band, will have to share parts
of their uniforms with one another.
Consequently, only half of the danc-
ers will be performing at any one
time on the stage. The first four to
perform will share some of their
kilts and vests with the final four to
perform, and when all nine appear
on stage together, some of the girls
will be missing vests and will wear
standard band member kilts.
According to Maggie Carchrie
'97, lead dancer and a "four year
member of the band, the problem is
not unique, although in this particu-
lar case it is caused by the addition
of three first-ye- ar dancers who will
become regular performers with the
band next year. Carchrie is con-
cerned about uniforms for next year,
particularly if several prospective
student dancers select to attend the
College. "The probability of fitting
all 1 1 girls next year is rather diffi-
cult." said Carchrie.
Nancy Ditmer, director of the
band,. said "There is a genuine need
and I think we will probably be able
to come up with the money from the
band budget." Carchrie's wish list
for next year is three to five new
kilts, one national outfit, eight more
socks, seven more swords and six
more brooches. However, the num-
ber of items purchased will depend
on how many dancers there will be
next year.
The dancers may be helped by a
I
Vehicle registration
takes place Tuesday
through Thursday
this week in Lowry
Lobby.
Cars $10 per
semester.
Bicycles $ 1 per year.
dancers: doing more,
rv o to D f?''Af
The highland dancers point to a
$15,000 gift from the Coca-Col- a
Corporation, donated because of a
commercial the company filmed on
campus in January which featured
the pipers.
According to President Stan
Hales: "As far as I know, the entire
payment will be going to the band or
parts of the band program." Direc-
tor of Public Relations Jeff Hanna
also believes the gift will be going
to the band, although it was not
specifically earmarked by Coca-Co- la
for that purpose. A portion of
the Coke funds will probably go
towards providing the entire band
with raincoats next year.
Carchrie has raised concerns this
year about the dancers' costumes,
their lack of an outside instructor
and difficulties they have encoun-
tered finding suitable space forprac-tic- e.
"I propose the school start
taking responsibility on the aspect it
prides itself on the most. You can't
be putting us on postcards and post-
ers and television and saying it's
ECOS educates others about consumption
JAMIE MAPES
Hoping to make students aware
of how much they waste, six mem-
bers of ECOS carried around trash
bags for three days, picking up
thrown away items that could have
been recycled. Wednesday in the
Pit, the members dumped out the
contents of their bags, showing stu- -
Sure, you could get paid to edit
the Pot. Or you could discuss
the advertised events in
great depth ;
for free here in the Voice.
. The chmse is yotmso
Call Jamie at x3448.
o , r
Jr Jcs '
photo by Hope Miller
hopeful future.
just a club sport." said Carchrie.
There has been discussion this
semester between the music depart-
ment, members of the band, and the
administration concerning the pos-
sible addition of adjunct instructors
for the pipers and dancers for next
year. Hales said the College has
been very fortunate to have both
Carchrie and Tim Cummings '97,
lead piper, and their expertise.
"We are interested in investiga
ing how we can afford to continue
some higher level of expertise
through periodic instruction," said
Hales. "We're just exploring the pos-
sibilities. It's safe to say there is no
over abundance of dancingpiping
instructors in the city of Wooster,"
said Hales.
The curreol system has the stu-
dent leads teaching their peers, which
can be very difficult, said Carchrie.
"They've done research that High-
land dancing does more stress on
your body than football. You can't
do that kind of strain without some
dents how much is wasted to initiate
a discussion on US consumption.
Ann Sardelis '98 made the point
that a lot of campus waste comes
from Lowry. "Fourteen hundred
pounds are wasted in Lowry each
week, just between lunch and din-
ner. The food that is not eaten has to
be thrown away because nothing
else can be done with it," she said.
"The average college student uses
500 disposable cups per year. It is
just so convenient that people take
them for granted," said Marie Egawa
'99.
She pointed to the use of dispos-
able cups at parties and the Under-
ground, where students need a new
.cup for each drink. At the ECOS
dance in the Underground tonight,
no disposable cups will be used.
Instead students need to bring their
own cups to cut down on waste.
The United States wastes more
than any other country in the world,
a fact that Polly Hicks '98 attributes
making do
one molding and shaping you." she
said. Carchrie estimated that the
cost of hiring a dance instructor for
three hours of teaching a week would
be approximately $2(KX) a year.
The situation is complicated by
the fact that the College offers four
Scottish Arts scholarship each year,
awards of $5(XX) which are given to
any combination of incoming pip-
ers, dancers and drummers and that
an 18 of an academic credit is pro-
vided for all students who partici-
pate in the band.
"What we are publicizing is in-
congruous with what we support
instructionally. You see the 'Today
Show" and it looks like this strong,
well funded program," said Ditmer.
"I'm the one put in the position of
explaining a scholarship that says
there is no teacher."
Carchrie's concerns about prac-
tice space is primarily caused by the
quality of the surfaces the dancers
often use. "The last three years
we've had to traditionally dance in
the lobby of Scheide on the rug
which is covering concrete. After
three and a half years of that I need
knee surgery. Several other girls are
also having major problems," said
Carchrie.
Other spaces the dancers have
available to them, but on a limited
basis, include the stage of McGaw,
the dance studio and the lobbies of
dorms. "I think we need to be more
creative with our scheduling," said
Ditmer, citing the possibility of
switching the rehearsal times around
for pipers and dancers in relation to
when the rest of the band performs.
"In some ways, we have a fair
amount of space on campus," said
Hales. "I would hope we could find
ways and people would be flexible.
It is highly unlikely that this is some
to the population's mentality. 'The
US wastes so much more than any
other country because of the men-
tality, which is very egocentric.
People think about themselves first
and then others and how they're
affected."
On the Wooster campus, there is a
very apathetic attitude towards the
environment, according to Egawa.
"We have so many activities planned
and so many people helped to plan
them, but no one is really attending
them."
"People think that the environ-
ment is such a problem that little
things don't matter," said Emily
Hendel '99. "People don't know
what to do, they don't bother ana-
lyzing what they could do in their
own life. They want quick answers."
Hendel also pointed out a decline
in student involvement in organiza-
tions like ECOS and the recycling
program house. "I think it is a gen-
eral trend on campus that students
with less
thing we would be building a new
building for."
Limited funding for the band's
needs is not a new situation for the
College. Many of the uniforms for
the entire band are in poor shape due
to their age. some of which date
back to the original shipments made
in the 1940s.
Finding donors for items like
clothing can be difficult, said Hales. --
"It's not a tremendously attractive
giving opportunity. People, prefer
to give items you can put names
on buildings and endowed pro-
fessorships. The hardest kind of gifts
would be endowments for daily op-
erating expenses," he said.
Hales said that funding is often a
balancing act between the needs of
the various aspects of the College.
"Everything is a trade-of- f. The first
obligation we have is to the heart of
the educational program," he said.
"Items like laboratory equipment are
easier to attract support for than
things like clothes."
He noted that "situations like this
arise by the dozen every year. Some-
times one doesn't have the resources
to respond to every extraordinary
request."
Carchrie. who is a certified in-
structor for the Scottish Official
Board of Highland Dancing and
plans to continue dancing after
graduation, said she may be uncom-
fortable recommending the
College's Scottish arts program to
others because of the limited re-
sources.
"The last thing I want to do is
graduate from Wooster, meet people
in the Scottish world, and tell them
they really don't want to come
here. I'll just have to bite my
tongue," she said.
are less involved in environmental
issues."
Sarah Chenoweth '99 pointed out
that students feel like the environ-
mental issue has been around for so
long that other people will worry
about it "students would rather leave
it to other people than worry about if
themselves.".
While many students do make
some attempts at recycling. Bhavana
Mody '99 says recycling is not
enough. "The three 'r's are words
that are thrown at us all the time.
What people forget is that recycling
takesenergy: reducing consumption
and waste is the first step."
In today's world no one can be
totally environmentally correct, but
one can always try. "I tend to be
disgusted by people's apathy, but it
is not something to be discouraged
about, said Mody. "Sooner or later
everyone is going to have to start
caring about the issues because ev-
eryone will be affected."
Wooster Insight
Shirking responsibility part 99
In last week's Voice, President-elec- t Patrick Watts said in a thank-yo- u
letter to the campus. "With all due respect, it is not the job of your
representative to find out what you want done on thiscampus, but instead we
call on you to take the time out of your schedule and tell us about your
problems " While this might have been meant in an exclusively positive
manner, it has dangerous ramifications that must be avoided ifSGA is to get
closer to the student body.
Yes. it is true that student representatives are only human and they have
classes and other responsibilities like the rest of us. Academics come first,
as they should. As a student body, we must take it upon ourselves to
articulate what we want our representative body to be. It is not enough to
whisper behind their backs and talk about incompetence when that is being
incompetent in itself. Go out and find a member now and express your
views. Talk to a Senator next year practically everyone knows someone
in SGA. They are humans, not mind-reader- s.
However, there is also acertain arrogance that needs to be addressed here.
Mr. Watts, how do you expect to rule effectively if you do not encourage
activism w ithin the body under your control? We did not elect you to sit in
a big chair and act like the Godfather. If you think that your job responsi-
bilities do not include going up to students and talking, getting the pulse of
the campus, then you are sorely mistaken. You need the student body more
than we need you. And ineffective leadership will be traced right back to
you. That is the key word, leadership. You must set the standard for others
to follow. And dialogue only begins w hen you initiate it or acknowledge
our responsibility.
For the SGA to effectively represent its constituency, a partnership must
be formed. Both students and student representatives must understand their
role in the College and be willing to meet halfway. And we will be there
either way to make sure you play fairly.
Apathy? Ha!
Student apathy is dead on this campus. Dead and buried. Each evening
this week has featured a wealth of activities, and this weekend the frenzy
continues. Never again can we w-hi- ne that there is nothing to do. Heck,
there is so much going on. we ougfit to v ideotape the events we miss so we
can watch them when things are really boring ... like next January.
The problem with life in a small town is that the quantity of activity is
completely dependent on student catalysts. Here like nowhere else, we
create our ow n fun, but it shouldn't take us until April to get all of this fun
organized. Coffeehouses and discussions, lectures and marches and parties
are fun, but there is no reason why all of these events must be in the same
week, buried at the end of the semester. Student leaders could make plans,
actually talk about their plans, and then spread the wealth. Attendance at
any single program would probably triple.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial board and
not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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Delts defend honor over mysterious letter
Dear Editor,
Imagine this ... you are walking
back to your room one day and sud-
denly people who are usually cor-
dial and friendly to you are looking
at you in a more hostile way. You
arrive in your room and your Audix
or answering machine is full of fran-
tic messages from fellow members
of an organization. Apparently a let-
ter has circulated all over campus
signed by an organization of which
you are a member. The letter is a
degrading attack on a specific group
of people. To make matters worse
this letter has been mailed to various
faculty, staff, and student leaders.
Your personal reputation as well as
your organization's reputation are
now in serious jeopardy of being
tarnished. . Nightmare?
NO-REALI- TY THIS WEEK.
Some time between Monday night
and Tuesday morning a degrading
letter entitled "Something to Think
About During 'Women's Week"
was placed on the cork board in
Wagner's main lobby. The letter
Faculty
Dear Editor:
The flyer recently surfacing in
protest against Women's Week has
raised an interesting opportunity for
public discourse about women's and
men's issues. The Delts have for-
mally and repeatedly denied any
connection with the letter, and if we
were them we would do the same.
But whether they wrote it or not is
on some level immaterial. SOME-
ONE wrote it, and it therefore in
Letters
was signed "The men of tAZ."
There are several very distressing
things that have come out of this
incident. FIRST- - (and most impor-
tantly) The letter itself is atrocious
and a degrading attack on women.
This type of letter is a violation of
the very spirit of our community
codes of acceptable behavior. SEC-
OND- That some person or some
group has decided to sign the name
of our section in a most slanderous
manner. This type of behavior is not
what 5th Section is about. -
The members of Fifth Section are
angered over this letter and the slan-
derous use of our Section's name.
We hope that some member of the
community will come forward with
information acknowledging who is
responsible for distributing this
embarrassing message of ignorance.
To close we would like to offer the
following advice to whomever
' signed our name on the bottom of
this letter. The next time you want to
try and blame something on the Delts
do your homework and pay close
attention to how we end correspon
addresses letter
vites public response .
Our first reaction was and is to
say, it's about time. By that we mean
it's about time that men began to
publically articulate the discomforts
- and anger - that they feel about
their own positions in American
society. We think that men are as
constrained by sexist gender stereo-
types as women are, as we have said
repeatedly in both public and pri-
vate contexts. We think that the re-
sults of sexist gender roles are far
April 25, 1997
dences. We seldom sign letters with
our Greek initials. We opt to use our
more traditional numerical reference.
We are embarrassed to be associated
in any way with this type of incident.
Regrettably,
The Membership of Fifth Section
Rich Anderson '00
Dwayne Archibald '00
Matt Clapham 97
Mackie Feierstein '97
Ben Harpster '98
Chri s Hertz '97
Kevin James '97
Gautam Juggi (Social Member) '00
Eric Krauza '97
Craig Liston "98
Chris Markle '00
John Milliken '00
Tim Montbach '97
Jim Morse '97
Ryan Niemeyer '98
Erik Peterson '97
Kaushik Rathi '00
Brad Townsend '00
Berto Trinidad '97
Evan Webster '97
issues
more devastating to women, because
they inhibit women's ability to con-
trol their own lives, they keep women
economically and emotionally de-
pendent on men, and they facilitate
physical and sexual violence upon
women - usually by men. But men's
gender roles place men as cultural
"keepers" of women and children;-the- y
make men responsible for the
economic welfare and public ber
please see REACTION, page 5
the student
body about the
struggles of
women while
some jerk posts
asinine signs
around campus
about an al ien ob-servi- ns
how
flying objects
in your direc
tion.
Trying to enlighten the student
body about the ecological and hu-
man rights effects of theirconsump-tio- n
habits while some jerk shouts
"We're out of Guacamole!"
Putting on a week full of activi-
ties to inform
eral in me wonders if we really
shouldn't blame the jerks. I mean,
maybe they had adifficult upbring-
ing. Maybe they are from the rough
side of the tracks. Maybe they have
low self-esteem- s. But, I'm not
sure that's the case. I wonder if
it's just the jerk impulse that is in
all of us. (However, from my ex-
perience, I would argue that this
impulse is generally stronger in
men. But, if I were to admit that, it
would mean that my friends at the
SGA, where are you?
It is always a thrill to be able to
print something positive aoout SGA.
so when Jen Buckley "99 wanted to
let every- -
Dawn Packer "eabout the
Wi lson
Bookstore policies and proposals
that she and the Wilson Bookstore
Ad Hoc Committee have invest-
igated and debated, I happily
crossed out another article assign-
ment to make room. Jen sent me a
copy of the committee's report, so I
put it into AP style and agreed to
meet her after the Wednesday meet-
ing so that we could finalize the
document for publication.
But there is far too often a "but"
with SGA not enough senators
showed up for the group to make
quorum, which requires 59 of the
senate to be present. What happens
when fewer than 59 of the senate
attends? The governmental meeting
turns into an announcement session.
Jen read the bookstore informa-
tion, but no vote could be taken, and
thus, no article could be written.
Her committee's work will be de-
layed another week due to the lack
of interest of the rest of our favorite
legislative body.
Where were all those absentee
senators? We can guess that they"
were not out soliciting the opinions
of their constituencies. It's crunch
lime, and I certainly understand the
looming threats of term papers and
junior IS deadlines. Yet I was there
to cover the meeting; unfortunately,
too few people attended for SGA to
make the news, and once again they
have been relegated to Viewpoints.
SGA complains about the nega-
tive publicity it receives in the Voice,
and no wonder. I wish I could blame
it on bias, but sometimes the facts
are enough.
Dawn Packer is reluctantly the
. News Editor for the Voice.
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Jerks: where would we be without them?
Rumination on a segment of the population we love to hate
Ah. the simple pleasures in life . . .
Walking down the street while
some jerk drives by, hurling insults,
eggs, or other
Ben Larson
(Then again, these jerk frequency
analyses could just be an example
of my own jerk impulses.) The
fact of the matter is, almost any-
where you look, you'll find ajerk.
But, for those organizations who
are making an attempt to positively
change this college or the world,
beware. Jerks seem to turn up in
greater abundance when others are
trying to do something positive.
And, jerks are especially obnoxious
when that something positive threat-
ens their ability to
You see, I had a great upbringing in a middle-clas- s
family, and I have a great selfesteem. But, ifyou ask
those people who are close to me, they can tell you
what ajerk I am sometimes. And I hate jerks! Could
it be that we are alljerks and wejust can yt help it? Is
it merely part of the human condition?
women have op-
pressed and manipulated men who
dutifully work so hard for them.
Yep, jerks add so much to our
lives. I mean, where would we be
without the idiots, morons, twerps,
imbeciles, nimrods, fools, nincom-
poops, dolts, goons and blockheads
out there?!? Now, I'm not talking
about those people out there who
score below average on their IQ
tests. No, I'm talking about those
jerks out there who, for some reason
or another, find some strange enjoy-
ment by mocking others' values,
doing the best they can to ruin their
plans, or just generally making them
feel crappy.
What is it that makes a jerk ajerk?
I mean, why is it that these people
feel the need to treat other people
like this? The bleeding-hear- t lib--
Women's Resource Center are re-
ally on to something.)
You see, I had a great upbringing
in a middle-clas- s family, and I have
a great self esteem. But, if you ask
those people who are close to me,
they can tell you what a jerk I am
sometimes. And I hate jerks! Could
it be that we are all jerks and we just
can't help it? Is it merely part of the
human condition?
Well, I'm not sure I'd go that far.
But, for some reason, jerks are in
abundance everywhere you turn
around. They're among Greeks and
Independents. Although, I'd have
to argue that there is a higher jerk
frequency among Greeks. They're
among athletes and non-athlete- s.
Although, once again, athletes hold
the higher jerk to non-jer- k ratio.
be jerks. So, those
of you who are
participating in
Soup' and Bread,
ECOS, WRC,
WVN, BWO, etc.
don't be surprised
if and when some
jerk comes along
and attempts to
thwart or at least make fun of your
plans. Try to remember that they
aren't bad people, it's just their
jerk impulse rearing it's ugly head.
Just greet them with a smile and
carry on with your business. In fact,
you can feel honored that your
cause brought out the jerks. I
mean, although it seems this way,
jerks don't act up on just any occa-
sion. It takes a certain amount of
chutzpah to bring out the jerks,
and for that you should be proud.
So for those of you who continue
to strive to make this campus and
the world a better place, keep strug-
gling. And don't let the jerks get
you down.
Ben Larson is a guest columnist
for the Voice.
Reaction
continued from page.4
havior of "their" women. To be a
"man" in American society you must
be heterosexual , and you must marry
to prove your maturity. Men can
still not easily choose to stay home
with their children, and they risk
questions about their "manhood" if
they do not have children, or if,
before marriage, they do not prove
their sexual prowess by "scoring"
with women sexually. The ultimate
male tragedy is, of course, that men
in our culture are chosen, by us, to
be our designated killers, the much
mourned but expendible cannon-fodd- er
for warfare. (What a sad irony
it is that women are now "equal" to
men in war- - women can kill and die,
too.) If we REALLY want to trans-
form society, to make men and
women equals, to stop rape and other
violence toward women, then we
Letters continued
Trouble with Papa John's
The following is a copy of a letter
sent to Papa John's, The Daily
Record and The Wooster Voice.
Dear Head Manager,
We are writing to you concerning
a terribly disturbing incident that
occurred on the evening of April 16.
1997. At approximately 11:07 we
placed an order for a 14 inch thin
crust pizza with half pepperoni and
half onion. We proceeded to wait
the usual 30-4- 0 minutes in a
Stevenson dorm room for the deliv-
ery person to call to have us come
get the pizza. This call never came.
So at 11:55 we telephoned Papa
John's to inquire about the order.
We were not hostile or rude; we
only wanted to know the status of
our order.
We were met with hostility and
rudeness of the highest degree by all
people to whom we spoke, includ-
ing the manager on duty. We were
questioned and doubted repeatedly
as to whether or not we were indeed
near our phone or on it. Again, WE
WERE NOT ON THE PHONE
AND WE WERE IN THE ROOM!
Also, most students on campus (in-
cluding ourselves) are provided with
call waiting by the college. If we
were on the phone, which we were
not, we would have picked up the
call. We feel that it would have been
right and appropriate for the em-
ployees of Papa John's who spoke
with us on the phone to at least
acknowledge the possibility that
there could have been a mistake on
their end.
It is clear to us, as this is not the
first time in our four years this has
need to carefully examine the social
expectations which teach men to see
violence and bloodshed as positive
aspects of manhood. Why should
we be surprised if that violence gets
turned on women?
Having said all that, let us hasten
to say that we found the infamous
flyer laughable. Why whine about
women having their week of cel-
ebration? Why turn your anger
AGAINST women (isn't that just a
little redundant?)? Does it look to
you like women have chosen this
particular social organization? If
you've been paying any attention at
all, you'll have noted that women
have been fighting the system pretty
consistently for over a hundred years.
Given the fact that women have been
unrecognized, silenced, abused, and
virtually wiped from the historical
record for thousands of years, and
have not had ANY voice until a little
happened, that the. lack of respect
afforded us is because we are stu-
dents. Nevertheless, we are paying
customers and deserve to be treated
as such. It is our opinion that it is in
your best interest to treat the
college" students very well, given
that a significant portion of your
business is attributable to them.
When we finally received the pizza
one hour and twenty minutes after
we placed the initial order, it was
cold and not properly cut. It is our
belief that because of the difficulty
we experienced receiving our pizza,
at no fault of our own, that our pizza
should hpve been at least fresh, if not
free. We probably would have settled
for a sincere apoiogy from the ex-
tremely rude manager, however.
We suggest that in the future, the
employees of Papa John's at least
listen to students who call to simply
inquire about their order. We were
not drunk. We were not rude. We
should not have been disrespected
or doubted as we were. As a result of
our discontent with this situation,
and with others in the community
who treat paying customers poorly
because they are college students,
we intend to take our business else-
where. We are also submitting copies
of this letter to the College's newspa-
per. The Wooster Voice, and The Daily
Record. We appreciate your atten-
tion to this matter.
Signed,
Elizabeth A. Howe '97
Sarah M. King '97
Amy M. Blanchard '97
Pam C. Griffin 97
K. Ambreen Muhajir '97
over a hundred years ago, is one
week here at Wooster so much to
ask? Give usa break. And further-
more, give yourself a break, dear
authors) of the flyer. If you are
really serious about the issues you
raised in that flyer, and not just
using them to whine about the fact
that women have got their stuff
together, organize yourown week.
We look forward to it.
Karen Taylor
Dept. of History
Philip Walsh
Dept. of Art History
--Nick Young
Dept. of Sociology and
Anthropology
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Starving so others may eat, Zuberi fasts Bliss with
SARAH FENSKE
"I'm hungry like anything." Bilal
Zuhcri said, looking woebe-
gone by the staircase in the front of
Lowry.
Someone suggested that he come
up to eat ith them, and Zuberi just
grinned By midday Wednesday ,
he had not eaten for nearly twodays.
and he would not go up with the
other students to taste the succulent
broccolmi and chicken tenders. It
seemed cray. but his refusal to eat
was lr a reason. Il was not just
in i n ! ic s-- . siarv i ng : he w as doi ng s me-th- mj
to help mankind. Mad ness. y es.
bui ;herc was a methtxl to it.
i;K.t:. ;t Chemistry maor from
I-i-
iu-rc. Pakistan, is one of the co-chairs- -ot
tiie Wooster Volunteer.
Network. He in also a man con-
cerned arx ul hunger. So w hen WVN
wa looking lor events to publicize
the pr i c rii - ol hunger and
ho:nc,-..-NM-.-- n o;i the Wooster cam-p- .
Zuivf wiiungiy signed up lo
ea' :: !w dav His idea
wa- - - : 'h ; ry during nica!
it'ii ; e ii. riations w hiie r.ns
ii .ii1.. publicity for the
p "k i : i: ri v . In theory . it
-
.
-- ..-.: Kino o; utc In reality, it
v..: ; ii iuiiienaii'v successful.
.aoeri at w itii a styrotoam plate
and cup around his neck, a sign in
front of him proclaiming his cause.
"I think I have six. no eight hours
left .'" he said Wednesday afternoon.
After midnight that night, the fast
would be over.
The problem of hunger has moved
into high profile with Zuberi's tem-
porary starvation. "People don't
always care that there's a hungry
man somewhere out there, but if
they see a hungry man right in front
of them, they just might do some-
thing about it," he explained. He
said that the people who have been
Room draw mess exposed for the
JULIE THIESEN
Going around and finding people
who have actually been through
room draw is not as easy as one
might assume. There are many of
you out there that have done .this
glorious deed, but I just could not
find you soon enough to ask you
about your experience. Although I
recall a comment, overheard of
course, that it sort of felt like a cattle
herd. We should all be used to the
cattle herd feeling. After all. most of
us eat lunch at noon at Lowry during
the week.
As one of those many students
who have avoided room draw tor
two years in a row, I have found that
there are several ways to avoid it.
According to conversations with
several first-yea- rs and sophomores,
the most common way to avoid the .
A fasting Zuberi coliect.s the douph
most venerou.-- . were nit those w ho he-expecte- d.
"I began' to realize the
hidden people who support these kind
of causes. I haven't just got the money
from a few people who know me."
Zuberi also explained that his act
was successful in starting dialogue.
"A lot of people who didn't know .
me just started liking me for some
reason," he said happily. "They just
appreciated what I was doing." Not
just students, either. Zuberi noted
that although the students in the
chemistry department have been his
biggest supporters, the entire fac-
ulty has also been very supportive.
stress is to apply for a house. Sup-
posedly, this process can be more
tormenting than going through room
draw. Because this is. after all.
Wooster, you need to fill out 1 0,000
forms and a proposal stating your
superior reasons for needing a house.
You must also convince Housing
and the Wooster Volunteer Network
that you are important and deserve a
house. In addition, you also need to
coordinate with an off-camp- us co-
ordinator for the program. More
times than not. the houses are given
out; however, you will spend more
time swimming in paper work than
standing in line for a room.
The next option is to apply for a
program. Applying for Quiet or
Chemical Free housing is not such a
bad idea if you think about il. In
most cases, you get a really nice
room. Secondly, you do not have to
if"J . in'it: , . . , - . --,, j
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for a good cause.
"They have talked to me in detail
about it." he said. "They wanted lo
know my exact reasons. When they
found out it was for more than a
stunt, they were extremely respon-
sive." He laughed, adding that pro-
fessor of religious studies Ah-Sen- g
Choo compared him to Gandhi, a
man he is proud to emulate.
"It takes a lot of willpower,"
Zuberi said modestly. The biggest
problem is that I have to do my I.S.
at the same time. It's not easy to be
hungry and do things efficiently."
He noted that he has fasted quite a
few times in the past years, mainly
tell your neighbor as often to quit
throwing parties at 4 a.m. on a Tues-
day. All you have to do it get all that
noise out of your system before you
go home at night. You can hang out
with all of your friends who suf-
fered through room draw, and then
you can be obnoxious and go home
and go to sleep in peaceful serenity.
The last and final option is to get
the worst room draw number pos-
sible. The benefits of the worst room
draw number is the hope that there
will be no rooms left and you have
to be housed during the summer.
For future reference, you must turn
in your housing deposit really, re-
ally late. This will assure you a
terrible room draw number for next
year. The only downfall is that you
will be housed in any random room
that pops up in the summer. Only if
you feel adventurous should you try- -
because of his Islamic laith. "Tli!
though, has been the first time a lei
of other people haw experienced
directly how it is when you can ea:
and somebody else cannot.'
Zuberi had no elaborate plans lor
his culinary pleasures when the fast
was finally over that night. "I think
probably I will eat an apple." he said.
"I'm going to try to take some fruits."
In the meantime, he has made
nearly $200, all of which goes di-
rectly to People to People Minis-
tries in here in Wooster. When the
wind is southerly, it is really not a
bad reason for starving.
layman
to avoid room draw this way.
Unless you are an up-and-com- ing
senior, room draw is pretty bleak.
Many future juniors assume that a
single in Kenarden is waiting for
them. These poor unfortunate souls
get to room draw and find that only-double- s
and triples remain. At this
point, these future juniors turn
around in line and believe this total
stranger who thought the same thing j
would make a pretty good room-
mate. Problem solved.
The future sophomores cling to i
tiny hopes of a single, but are
smacked in the face with reality j
when the only room left is the
dumpster behind Babcock. This
unsuspecting person grabs 'two of i
hisher closest friends to check out !
please see ROOMING EX- - '
POSED, page 7
a
baseball
bat
From A-leag- ue
sluggers to C-leag- ue
biffers,
IM good times
are had by all
CHRIS JONES
Well, w iih the major league base-
ball season under way and the balls
fh iiil' up a! Jacob's Field, that means
oil'.- - i r i : t i ; Wooster. That's right.
the urn.!-- . l spnri'j have hit the
ill;.. i r-- aii ura! Softball is in
N V 7 ". v -- ory o intramural
.: s been thai the
' rr imclie-aniK'- d ;vt
1.1. i .
. '.I with the high school
arsitv players. From
the iiiiiin o! A-leag- ue to the
.'.!!: we re- - chediile. its broccolmi
night iV 1 .ow-ry-'"-attitud- e of C-leag- ue.
everyone should be playing
softbal!.
Teams, largely comprised of
Greek croups or hallhouse mates,
take the field almost every weekday
afternoon either on the quad or on
Galpin Field behind Armington.
Faculty also get involved and form
teams. As of yet no one has been
able to take out any windows itvthe
new art building but there are rumors
of a large "Hit It Here!" sign under
construction. The building plays right
into the hands of a league dominated
by right-hand- ed pull-hitter- s.
Twe nty-- Fi ve teams submitted ros-
ters to play this spring. The rules are
slightly different than baseball.
There are only seven innings and
teams are allowed an extra fielder.
Tony Panigutti "97, who has
played for both the Betas and the
swim team. loves softball even more
now that, he is a senior. "After I.S.,
softbal is a great way to spend free
time and a little competition is fun
too." he said. It's not uncommon to
find groups ofpeople at games watch-
ing their friends play or just taking
in a little excitement on the quad.
The sport has hardly been domi-
nated by men. Campus women make
up a large part of the softball fanatics.
There are a few all female teams.
Peanut Kate Allendcr 99 plays for
the Pi Kappa team and looks forward
to each game because it gives her a
chance to get out and relieve a little
stress. "I enjoy a little competition in
please see SUPER IM SOFT-
BALL, page 7
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I wouldn't eat a tortilla on a bet: Raber expounds
Dish theft, Lowryfood, and other scintillating topics in the eyes ofWooter's headfood honcho
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Howard Raber talks to Manager
ERIC M. BAKKEN
A cowboy of the food industry,
Howard Raber. director of Dining
Services, tells the story of a hostile
student who wanted breakfast after
the grill was closed. The student's
threats of violence, empty or filled,
withered when Raber said, "Well,
don't let the gray hairs stop you."
He reclines in his chair and begins
to reel off stories of the days past.
Super EM
continued from page 6
the afternoon," said Allender.
Although the college's intramu-
ral equipment leaves a lot to be
desired, people seem to have fun
anyway. "The only problems hap-
pen when it rains and the ball gets
waterlogged." said Panigutti. Nev-
ertheless, weather has been known to
cancel quite a few games here in the
town of the unending rainy season.
When a game gets close, though,
rain won't stop the winning team
from trying to keep the game alive.
Late in the season, the field of
elite softball machines gets nar-
rowed down for the play-off- s to
determine who will be the king of
the quad until the fall season picks
up. The competition gets fierce and
the fight for the sought after "Intra-
mural Champions" t-s- hirts will be-
come more and more intense.
photoI by hnc Bakkcn
Todd McCulloujh.
days when cafeteria workers served
students, there was no continuous
dining, and when the comprehen-
sive fee was below $5000.
Raber sr ; his job as havi ng three
principal c. lallenges: to have the best
food possible, to compare well with
other schools at which prospective
students may look, and to keep cur-
rent students happy. Many of the
changes in Dining Services have
come about from Raber's desire to
Softball
With the success of the spring
varsity squads however, particularly
the baseball team, it is difficult to
expect WQKTto pull their van up in
front ofDouglass to cover the games.
Nevertheless, our own WCWS could
surely boost their ratings by broad-
casting the C-Leag- ue championship
live from the quad. President Hales
would also surely be welcome to
throw out the first pitch at any game.
There are also rumors of a petition
circulating to award a full credit for
participation in this most important
of Wooster traditions.
Softball remains the king of the
spring and will continue to symbolize
completed I.S. projects, barbecuesand
spring fever in general. . If nothing
else, softball is a great way to put all
your worries aside and try to beat the
friends with a metal bat. After all. it is
a shame not to play a sport where you
can't strike out!
.
keep up with trends he sees at other
schools. Attracting new students is
a concern, and Raber hopes that
Wooster' s dining halls and food
impress prospective students. The
salad bar, pasta bar, waffle makers,
and bagels all came about this way.
Seeing trends and changes in the
food service industry is only one
part of Raber's job. and improve-
ments come out of his desire to give
the students the best meal possible.
William Snoddy, Wooster" s vice
president for finance and business,
deals with the money "side of Dining
Services, something thai Raber
""leaves to the gods over there." re-
ferring to the administration in
Galpm Dining Services.operatesas
an auxiliary enterprise at the Col-
lege. Auxiliary enterprise?., like
Dining Services, the Wooster inn.
the Bookstore, and Residential Life
are defined as those entities not d
rec t i y re lated 1 1 t he e !'c cat i na ! m i --
sion o! the .!iu:i! "Tin. L'ial oi
tnese enterprise -
.' .
'V car - e '. er' ie . ' - . :.
r':!i Alii: i :
i ;!' .sc - v ., j ...
tntougi: tiller, i anj : i .
enue iron, somn.e- - a..ii.ihe -- t.:
as conferences, aiuiini; '.weseru;
and sports camps
Over the past ten years, when the
Comprehensive Unit Fee has almost
doubled from SI3.M4( in !SSS to
$24,300 in 1997. meal cost increased
only $670 from $2090 to $2760.
Though competition in the food ser-
vice industry has grown and corpo-
rations such as Marriott are able to
purchase food in greater quantities
at lower prices, Raber has worked
hard to keep food costs as low as
possible. He cuts a tough deal with
the company that provides the food
for Wooster's students: you sell me
Rooming
exposed
continued from page 6
their new triple. The sophomores
basically get the worst choices after
those who forgot to pay the deposit.
However, what does not kill you
will make you stronger. The
dumpster may look nice with some
posters and some incense. How
about a loft while you're at it?
Room draw is just another one of
those things we do during our col-
lege careers. It does not offer any
real world experience for us; how-
ever, being fed three meals a day
and staying up until all hours of the
night doing whatever dies not offer
much more real experience either. It
is just one of those things that you
do and forget about as soon as you j
graduate. Thank God for that. j
food at a set percentage above your
invoice cost and let me look at your
books, and I will give you 100 per-
cent of the College's business. Cur-
rently Sysco provides the'colleges
food, and the arrangement is work-
ing very well at both keeping costs
down and providing the food when
it is needed through computerized
ordering.
As would be expected, food cost
is closely tied to student enrollment.
While in the past two years, when
enrollment is in the mid I600s. it
has been hovering around I mil-
lion dollars, costs dipped to
Ssi4K.OOO in 1994. when enroll-
ment had shrunk to 1596 students.
In addition to food cost, the other
maior expense to Dining Servicesjs
labor, and major changes have oc-
curred in the labor situation over the
years that Raber has worked for the
Coiiege.
-- s much as the director's job is t
pn'.idc good, healthy foxi to siu-:- i
'
. it is ai'st his ob to work v. ith
' ir! . i. pteparcas:. s.-'- e
. . v: vM y ea: a'v.--- r
ml. :cu:t Jo lure pcopi' o
tai ' : fie: i.r . ;:.-n- s ana cai'eiena . iu
SePiemnei ol' 1 995. Raber naddii'f'i-cui- ';
stalling the serving iines with
employees to serve food to students.
1 oday spreseniarrangement. where
students serve themselves, is a re-
sult of that lack of employees. The
move to continuous dining found
Raber working to convince employ-
ees to change their schedules around
in order to both provide increased
convenience to students and to re-
duce the number of students who ate
at peak hours.
As Raber walks through the
kitchen, the Indians game on the
radio, an employee stops him and
they chat baseball fora while. In the
.
elevator he says. "That's something
I'll miss."
There is one trend that neither
Raher nor Snoddy see coming to
Wooster. Many schools have con-
tracted their f ood service to corpo-
rations. Marriott being one ex-
ample. Raber beliees he can pro-
vide essentially the same service
without needing to earn a profit.
Raber lists his plans for the future,
though he retires in a y ear, he talks
of tearing out the wall next to line
two in Lowry and putting ma Wok
station and a place to make pizas.
Just as continuous dinupj has been
on Raber s mind lor se eral years,
it will only be a matter of time
before the construction crews
move in on Lowr and give
Wooster students yet another
choice of meals
""The biggest pronien: we e zot
right now is teaspoon " kaher can't
.explain why the di cirr-a-a- t the rate
they d ; fie note. - . u.'st Proke
aiii-Mie- -
.i.'i s.;. .at rfr. em'
o. !
! tlier '.nu i . .:. cnier.:
place i. r.jiHie- - mee . vim patten'
and acquire dishwarc t the tionie.
Of the S10.CXXI that is spent on new
dishware and silverware each year.
40 percent is to replace stolen
dishes. Raber puts it in context,
though, saying that it s not too bad
considering he serves 35.000 meals
a week.
Perhaps the best way to judge a
cook is if he will eat what his cre-
ations. Raber eats many of his meals
in the cafeteria, although there are
some things he won't touch. "I
wouldn't eat a tortilla on a bet," he
says with a smile.
Want to be in
charge of this
mess?
Features Editor
needed
IMMEDIATELY!
call 2598 if interested
The most squirrely section around
It's where the Late Dave Cooper got his start!
Q'99, Zachary Lyman '97 and Kevin
'97, from Library, Pa.; and Patrick
Watts 99, from Ashtabula, will be
the soloists for Leroy Anderson's
"Bugler's Holiday." Edward
Gregson's "The Sword and the
Crown" will feature John Puster, a
Wooster graduate who teaches instru-
mental music at Triway High School,
and Smithville High School graduate
Brian Millerplayingantiphonal trum-
pets. It will be narrated by Charity
sic" will be coming to a close as the
end of the year draws nigh. Mem-
bers include Liam Kelly '97 on vo-
cals, acoustic and electric guitar,
mandolin, banjo, and, of course,
bouzouki. (There has been no word
yet on whether or not he will attempt
to play these instruments simulta-
neously.) Also, the famed Peter
Anderson 97 will delight with his
instrumental musings on the accor-
dion, tin whistle and wood flute.
Rounding out the group is the sassy
Paul Vodra 97 providing rhythmic
backing with his many and varied
drums (one of which is, in fact, a big
blue bucket.) Paul declared, "The
drum will follow me wherever I go.
It may be disguised as a trash can,
but will be ready at any moment to
be ripped out and banged at will."
Also rumored to be joining Wombat
for select pieces are Ti m Cumm i ngs
97 on bagpipes, Christine Ander-
son '99 and Annalise Albright '00
on violin and Kevin Himes '00 on
drums.
Performing original, different
music. Mortal Wombat's staying
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Symphonic
Wf V S'
From left to right: Patrick Watts
NEWS SERVICES
The Wooster Scot Symphonic
Band, conducted by Nancy Ditmer,
will present its annual spring con-
cert on Sunday.
The performance, which is free
and open to the public, will begin at
7:30 p.m. in McGaw Chapel. Trum-
peters Zachary Lyman '97. from
Woodstock, Conn.; Kevin James
Campus bands rock
THE LATE DAVID COOPER
Tonight, from 10 p.m. until 2 in
the a.m., the Underground will be
pumpin' and bumpin' with three
lOOperccntlive, 100 percent rockin
campus bands. In celebration of a
successful Earth Week. E.C.O.S.
will be sponsoring "Rockin Earth
Day Extravaganza" to the delight of
billions all over the world (or. at the
very least, dozens right here at
Wooster.) Headlining the show will
be three of the most dangerous bands
on campus: Mortal Wombat, Willy
Pilgrim and 10c Wings. The fes-
tivities will also include an extended
open-mi- c session for anyone else
who cares to lick their proverbial
chops while in front of a audience
comprised of actual, living people.
As I began to ponder why some-
one such as myself (namely, me)
would be interested in attending the
Extravaganza, it dawned on me that
the bands themselves could not be
more intriguing.
Mortal Wombat's three-ye- ar his-
tory playing "bizarre Irish folk mu
band concert preview
--
--i C--j- ri r"-.U-
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James '97 are Sunday's soloists.
Babcock '98 from Hebron.
Other highlights of the evening's
program will include "Othello" by
Alfred Reed, "Irish Tune from
County Deny" by Percy Grainger
and "Third Suite" by Robert Jager.
The concert will conclude with the
traditional "Amazing Grace."
Forfurtherinformation. telephone
Wooster's Department of Music at
(330)263-241- 9.
in Earthweek's 'Extravaganza'
power leave them standing alone as
our veterans to the campus band
scene. A source close to the band
indicated that, as a special gift to
their faithful fans, they might per-
form a Bryan Adams song. Bryan
Adams 69 had no comment.
The story of the evening's next
band is an interesting one. Already
in their short history they have gone
through a name-chang- e. Initially,
they had been called Billy Pilgrim.
Curiously, and unbeknownst to
members of the band, a band named
Billy Pilgrim already exists and is
quite successful. The band will now
refer to themselves as Willy Pil-
grim, if lead-sing- er and guitarist
Ryan Murrey can be believed. Ryan
stated in an official press-conferenc- e,
"The name change occurred
to avoid copyright infringement ...
and so that mass hysteria would not
break out in the Underground when
people discovered we were not the
'real Billy Pilgrim."
That said, Willy Pilgrim is the
collective musical genius of lead
singer and guitarist Murrey, guitar
'Smart' new pop
for old tastes
ALLE PARKER
I really don't feel like doing a
review for this week. This past
week I deejayed a '7()s80s party
and for some reason the nostalgia
forced me to pull out my entire Re-
placements catalog. You see, while
y'all were listening to Madonna,
Michael, and The Cars I was tuning
in to Boogie Down Productions,
Doug E. Fresh, and the like. And
when it wasn't hip-ho- p, I was prob-
ably glued to HiiskerDu. Recently,
however, I've been revamping my
entire '80s collection, and I've
slowly acquired the whole Replace-
ments catalog.
The Replacements, for those who
don't know, were Paul Westerburg's
band. Hailing from Minnesota, they
progressed from a straight-u- p punk
band to a group of more melodic
popsters, all the while maintaining a
genuine rock-and-ro- ll feel to their
music. As cliche as it may sound.
The Replacements may have been
one of the last bands to play authen-
tic rock the duration of their career.
Anyway, I mention all of this be-
cause it is difficult to write a review
of new music when you have spent
the past week so steeped in the past.
I pored over discs and possibilities
this week trying to come with any-
thing, but everything seemed to pale
in comparison to the great rockers
of my childhood. Then. I stumbled
upon Smart Brown Handbag's lat-
est, "Monkey in the Middle."
ist Liam Kelly (also a Wombat),
bassistTaylor Carmer and drummer
. J.R. Chambers. It is understood that
the band delves into alterna-po- p,
but one neve- - knows where techno
might surface. Inanycase.thelEarth
Day show will not feature tne full
Willy Pilgrim line-u- p. Chambers,
unable to perform due to a bizarre
gardening accident, will be replaced
by a drummer Murrey knows only
as "Spaghetti."
When asked to plug his band.
Murrey successfully encapsulated
what it means to be a tortured,
nihilistic rock star, "Anything I
could say would require an excla-
mation point. And I hate exces-
sive punctuation." Very hip, in-
deed!!!!!
Closing out the festivities will be
I Otf Wings, with their first show on
Wooster soil. This purely instru-
mental group features Andy Gibbon
'00 on bass and occasional har-
monica, Phil Utter 97 on drums,
and Andy's younger brother, Tim
'04, on guitar. From 10tf Wings,
one can expect ventures into the
Now. I am not going to get all
over excited and zealous and start
blowing a lot of hot air about how
Smart Brown Handbag is this great
band that reminds me of my child-
hood and all of that. They really
sound very little like an '80s band.
If you had to make a stretch; they
could be compared to The Cars or
Tommy Tutone, but such a com-
parison is sort of silly.
In fact, the impressiveness of this
record has very little to do with
anything regarding the '80s: what
makes it stand out is its smart pop
sensibilities.
For the unaware. Smart Brown
Handbag is a typical three piece
bass, guitar, drum outfit who bring
in the standard assortment of musi-
cal guests on their album, ie. organ
and female vocals.- - They released
an album in early 1995. and as far as
I am aware this effort is their first
since then.
I didn't really care for their first
release; hence, I approached this
record reluctantly. My reluctance,
however, proved to be unwarranted.
The album sports fourteen tracks and
nearly fifty minutes of music, and I
would guess that nearly 90 percent of
that material is of genuine quality.
There is nothing on the record
that is groundbreaking, but it is all
just so damn solid. It is almost as if
the boys in the band took Pop 101
and this is their final project. Hey,
but don' t take my word for it; go buy
this record. It's worth it.
worlds of blues; funk, and good old
fashioned rock n' roll. The "Wings"
will mix it up with some originals,
as well as covers of songs by Grate-
ful Dead, Cream and Gypsy Kings.
According to Gibbon, the band is as
environmentally conscious as they
come, playing strictly on recycled
instruments. "We didn't buy any of
them new." says enviro-crusad- er
Gibbon (who is not, in fact, a gib-
bon).
Event organizer Ben Larson "97
advises Wooster students. "Bring
your talents and good spirits for a
good time." Admission, popcorn
and non-alcoho- lic beverages are free
to the event. Students are reminded
to bring their own mugcup for all
beverages. As a final, desperate
attempt to lure students the
Underground's way tonight, Ben
blatantly lied, "There's a rumor that
The Artist Formerly Known As
Prince is going to stop by because
he's been such a staunch environ-
mental activist. But, from what I
understand, he's a busy man. Don't
count him out. though!"
( . . ;
Theatre. A play by Emily Mann,
"Still Life" is directed by Phil Kasper
in partial fulfillment of his Indepen-
dent Study project.
"5 by 2" will follow on Saturday
and Sunday at 7:30 in Freedlander's
Schoolroy Theatre. Called an "act-
ing recital," "5 by 2" is the brainchild
of Scott and Vann. The evening's
program will consist of monologues
from several different plays.
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Two I.S. shows this weekend
'5 by 2' and 'Still Life' keep the theatre-goe- r active
pholo courtesy News Services
John Eric Scott and Justin Vann perform monologues in "5 by 2"
NAT MISSILDINE
This weekend two I.S produc-
tions will be the staged by senior
theatre majors. "Still Life" directed
by Phil Kasper and "5 by 2," by Justin
Vann and John Eric Scott will present
their I.S. performances.
"Still Life" will be performed
Thursday and Friday night at 8:15
p.m. in Freedlander's Schoolroy
DA SHOW
is back in action
DJ CHADDY COOL
of WCWS 90.9FM
WILL PROCEED TO GIVE YOU WHAT YOU NEED'
TIME: 6 to 8p.m.
Every Sunday
ALL THE LATEST IN HIP HOP
Fugees, Busta Ryhmes, 2Pac, Snoop Doggy Dogg
Dr. Dre, Dogg Pound, Wu-Tan- g Clan, ODB, NWA
Helta Skelta, Black Moon, Biggie Smalls, Bone, Ice Cube
Geto Boys, Lost Boyz, Tribe Called Quest, CMW
De La Soul, Jay-- Z, Nas, Mobb Deep, MC Lyte
Crucial Conflict, Outkast, Goodie Mobb,
Alkoholiks and so much more !!!!!!
CALL IN FOR DEDICATIONS AND REQUESTS
287-247- 7
The two will give four mono-
logues each for the First half of the
show and then will perform together
for the second half in a scene from
the play "Someone to Watch Over
Me" by Frank McGuiness.
"We wanted to pick a range of
monologues, from the very sad to
the very comic," says Scott of their
idea for the performances. The
plays that they chose from include
Edmond Rostand's "Cyrano De
Bergerac," Tom Stoppard's
"Hapgood," Tennessee Williams
"Auto-da-Fe-
." David Stevens "The
Sum of Us," "William Shakespeare's
"Hamlet" and several others. One of
the Hamlet monologues on the
show's schedule is the famous "To
be or not to be" speech.
"It's hard to make an audience
believe in a character in just one
monologue, so you have to believe
in that character yourself. If we
tried to fake it, the audience would
walk out." said Scott, about the
special problems that arose in tak-
ing on the task of performing mono-
logues.
"It allowed us to work on the
process of becoming a character.
We're tying in what we want to do
in future with our I.S. project,"
says Vann of this production. Both
he and Scott are planning on pursu-
ing careers in theatre after upcom-
ing graduation.
Dale Shields is the artistic advisor
of the production. "He made sure
the production moved, that we kept
working." says Scott.
Tickets for both "Still Life" and
"5 by 2" are available through the
Freedlander Box Office, open
Monday through Friday noon to 2
p.m. or 4 to 6 p.m. and Saturday
between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. at (330)-263-224- 1.
'
i Interested in ,i .-- , ...... - . . - - - v -- v.
r : writing about
'art, theatre, -- a
; movies,
concerts or
, recitals?
' Join next year Living
Arts writing staff for next 4
call ext. 3671 to sign op
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The cult of the
option overload
NAT MISSILDINE
It's a typical bind. You're stand-
ing motionless in front of the row of
cereals in Lowry's cafeteria. With
the remaining space in your stom-
ach not filled with chicken tenders
or post-gradua- te anxiety, you choose
to sample an item of breakfast ce-
real. You have a vaguely formed
idea of what you want, bur when
presented with the diverse range of
cereals, in their quasi-effectu- al dis-
pensing mechanisms, you are fro-
zen. Each option has its merits;
Lucky Charms for the instant sugar
high. Raisin Bran for a few quality
hours in the bathroom. Rice Krispies
for their musical serenade or Corn
Pops for their relative newness in
the dining room spread. There are
too many choices and you can't de-
cide. You're as inert as a wax figure
of Michael Dukakis.
Or you're in another similar fix.
It is time for you to choose a major.
Each subject holds promising possi-
bilities. Political science and soci-
ology seem to be tapped into what's
going in the world, but philosophy
wrestles with all the classic issues,
computer science has an excellent
job market, but English, it just so
happens, is readily accommodating
of the indecisiveness you're feel-
ing. Again, there are so many op-
tions that making a decision is too
much to ask. Pulled in ten different
directions, how can you realistically
be expected to move toward any
one?
Or let's turn to the vast wasteland
of television. - With over one hun-
dred cable channels, we have, liter-
ally at our fingertips, an array of
options that we will never be able to
take in. No wonder so often viewers
are mesmerized by the tube, listessly
rifling through the channels. The
options are so many that we don't
want to watch just one, we must
"surf," trying tocatch a few seconds
of every single program out there.
Comparatively, the number of TV
channels is dwarfed by the astro-
nomical number of web sites now
on the Internet.
The point is whether it's cereal,
majors, web sites, careers, friends,
enemies, sexual preferences or
world-view- s, the acof making a
decision has become increasingly
difficult. As we broaden our hori-
zons, expand our perspective and
open our minds, information floods
intoourconsciousness. Making this
info personally useful requires
choice, eliminating all the other en-
ticing options for the sake of one or
a select few. This is where people in
the late twentieth century hit a brick
wall.
Perhaps the most fundamental
reason indecision is having such a
heyday is the sheer number of us
humans heaped onto the planet these
days. The world's population
doubled, from two billion to four
billion, between 1 930 and 1975 and
is expected to double again, to a
whopping eight billion, by 2010.
Right now we're somewhere around
six billion voices all begging to be
heard, some louder than others. How
do we decide who to listen to?
Much of it has to do of course
with technology, such as television
and the Internet. As we move into a
service economy, all the people run-
ning around in this world need jobs,
many of whichcan be found in manu-
facturing and marketing of prod-
ucts. The overwhelming number of
cereals --or TV programs available,
for instance, comes as a result of the
competitive market. More things
are being sold than ever before. The
advertisements that we see in a day
is becoming dizzying. Billboards
and giant signs push their way into
our view, refusing to go unseen. All
inese aemanas- - on our auenuon
spread us thin, wear us out and freeze
us up. The overstimulation has lead
to paralysis.
The paralysis can be explained
partially as apprehension. Inchoos-ingon- e
option, we inev itably cutoff
all the . others. There is a certain
sadness is having everything that
was once laid out before you, taken
away by the cnoice ot one option.
But ourculture seems to avoid mak-
ing this choice altogether, in order
to keep all the possible options as
abstract ideals. We hover in this
comfortable state of possibility so
that we don't have to face the reality
of the occasional wrong choice.
Some blame multi-culturalis- m for
the confusion, saying that the repre-
sentation of more voices has dimin-
ished the truly important ones. Con-
veniently, however these complaints
usually come from some people
whose voices have been heard for
too long and are refusing to give up
the podium.
One of the chief benefits of col-
lege life is that we can let all the
ideas and images flourish. With the
major life choices waiting in the
near future, we have a moment to let
these all the options overwhelm us
for awhile, to entertain the all the
ideas, viewpoints, ideologies,
mindframes and attitudes that have
been born into the public sphere.
The opportunity to sample all these
may never come again. Eventually,
the day comes to con front the task of
deciding and choosing which ideas
and viewpoints to follow.
For some of us this day is right
around the corner, for others there is
still time. Whether or not you will
enjoy indecision while it lasts, that
is for you to decide.
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Great
Scot!
continued from page 12
Wooster's haismen went in with !
their morales high hoping lor a win i
on debut. However, inexperience i
got the belter of most haismen w ho j
threw their wickets in pursuit of hi
hits. For Haverford. Saurabh i
Snnivasan "(X)and Captain Abraham i
were the top wicket-taker- s w ith three !
w ickets apiece.
Mehmood topscored forWooster i
with 23 runs which included two j
hits that cleared the boundary. Rauf
w as also among double figures, scor- - j
ine 17. I
The umpires for the game were
Graham Ford. Wooster's cricket
coach and Kamran Khan the
Haverford coach. Ford was disap-
pointed with Wooster's batting.
"Our fielding and bowling were
good, but we should have batted
with cool minds."
Nevertheless, Wooster's debut
was a surprise to most of the
Haverford team. Next year,
Haverford looks forward to playing
at Wooster. Wooster looks forward
to hosting them. As Hussein says,
"Next year it'll be our turn to drink
the cup of victory."
President Stan Hales was the
moving spirit behind the formation
of the Wooster Cricket Club, which,
was formed earlier this year.
Tennis
continued from page 12
is at 1 4-- 5 overall. Bloom rounds off
the singles players with a 3-- 1 6 over-
all record. In doubles play, coach
Hayden Schilling has used 18 dif-
ferent combinations at the various
positions.
After completing their game
against CWRU on Tuesday, the
Scots head off for the conference
finals to be hosted by Case on May
2-- 3. After defeating Kenyon, the
Scots are theoretically in the chase
for top conference honors. How-
ever, Denison is an ominous threat-,a- t
present.
Kunal Singh is a renowned
perfectionist and a weekly tennis
columnist for the Voice.
Sports Information?
Up to the minute Scot scores?
A date with Luke?
CALL X 2066
Wooster Sports Hotline!!!!
Nimeh, Scots take sixth
LUKE LINDBERG
After hosting and finishing sixth
in the annual The ParlorBank One
EconoLodge Invitational on Friday
and Saturday, the Scot golfers
pear ready to compete in the Ohio
Wesleyan Invitational this upcom-
ing weekend. The Scots remain to
belled by Jeff Nimeh "98. who fin-
ished third in the Invitational u itha 36
hole total of 1 57. For the year. Nimeh
leads the team w ith an average of78.4
strokes perround. Nimeh's two rounds
during this weekend's Wooster hosted
tournament included days of 81 and
76. Nimeh's score was only five
strokes behind the winner; Matt
Ehlinger of Otterbein.
Friday's cold weathercondittions
added up to an interesting day of
golf, with the favorites jetting out
on top. Otterbein, who would even-
tually win the tournament, scored a
team total of 324afteronly 1 8 holes.
The Cardinals, as they always are,
were led by Matt Ehlinger. DePauw
trailed Otterbein by six strokes. The
Tigers were led by E.P. Scherer,
who shot an 80. Three Tiger golfers,
in fact, registered scores under 83.
Two more favored squads, Carthage
and the John Carroll Blue Streaks,
finished third and fourth respectively
after one round of gol f. The Carthage
squad is coached, in fact, by former
Scot football assistant Bob Con well.
Conwell's Redmen scored an open
Scot baseball team continues hit parade
SARAH FENSKE
Baseball is a game of inches. By
just a few inches a foul ball may be
a grand slam, a game winning bunt
the third out, and a line drive a
whi ff. Just an inch separates a cal led
third strike from a free ticket to first
base.
Inches, though, haven't been the
standard of measurement for the
Scots of Wooster these days. In the
land of baseball, Wooster-styl- e, no
homeruns just barely clear the fence.
No win is a close game. The team is
cranking the ball not only out of the
park, but out of the world.
Take the four game sweep of De-Fian- ce
this weekend. Rarely does a
team have the chance to club their
opponents in four straight contests,
but then again, rarely do only two
teams show up for a tournament.
News of the Wooster lineup must
travel far.
The games were nothing if not a
clinic on how baseball should be
played. Wooster took the first game
11-- 1 on a two hit complete game
from Dan Van Dyke 98. Van Dyke
struck out 10 and walked only one,
allowing no earned runs to score.
Surprisingly, though, an error by
Travis Snyder 99 in the fourth al
ing round of 336. good enough for
the tournament's third slot.
The Scots sat in seventh place
after one round, affected by the high
winds and the poor conditions at the
Wooster country club. Tied with
Denison after one day. the Scots
hoped to rebound on Saturday.
Nimeh's five stroke improvement
didn't hurt, as the Scots eventually
finished in a respectable sixth place
slot after two days of golf.
Superb Scot gol fers also included
Dave Winpisinger '98 who is aver-
aging 82.1 strokes per round and
Adam Seib '98 who chimes in with
84.1 strokes per round. Brett
Holmgren "99 continues to improve
w ith an average of 84.8 strokes per
round. Pete Wilson 00 also contin-
ues to show signs of improvement,
averaging 86 strokes per round. Fi-
nally, Steve King '97 comes in at
88.3 strokes per contest.
After this weekend's tournament
at Ohio Wesleyan. the Scots will
begin to prepare for the North Coast
Athletic Conference Tournament
that will be hosted by Kenyon on
May 2-- 3. We all certainly wish the
Scots the best as they tackle both
Ohio Wesleyan and the rest of this
season's schedule. Good Luck! See
you on the course!
Luke Lindberg is the current
Sports Co-Edit- or ofthe Voice. Next
year he will serve as Sports Editor.
lowed Defiance the first run of the
game, and until the fifth, the Scots
were actually losing 1-- 0.
No fear. The team came back to
score six runs in the fifth, three of
them on a homer from Bryan Kinney
'00. Snyder atoned for his glitch
with a sac fly, and two errors from
Defiance helped out his efforts. The
Scots were not content to leave well
enough alone, however, adding five
more runs in the sixth. Jeff
Nowoczynski '99 singled, followed
by a walk from Jim Bartlett '98 and a
single from hot-hitti- ng Trevor Ur-
ban '99. Nowoczynski scored on a
wild pitch, and Defiance walked
Snyder.
Matt Jackson '97 took his base
after being plunked, scoring Bartlett.
A single from Chris Mihin '99 scored
Urban, and Mike Morris '99 and
Kinney each picked up an RBI with
a sac fly and a single, respectively.
Van Dyke's record soared to 8-- 0,
and his 1.67 ERA is impressive by
any standard.
Wooster took game two of the
doubleheader with a 14-- 4 score.
Morris got the win with relief ef-
forts from Jeff Gostlin '99 and Chad
Grim '99. Defiance took the lead on
a solo shot in the second, but Wooster
bounced back with four in the bot
' ifr - ill V
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Jeff Nimeh '98 chips his way to a
tom of the inning thanks to two two-ru- n
homers from Kinney and
Snyder. Defiance picked up an-
other run in each the third and
fourth innings, but the Scots were
up to the challenge and scored ten
more runs over the next four in-
nings. Snyder stole second and
third base in the fourth, and Andy
Nowicki '00 cracked a three run
shot in the sixth.
Sunday's doubleheader was
equally lopsided. Matt Rodgers
'96 pitched seven flawless innings
for an 8-- 0 shutout in game one.
Defiance garnered just four hits as
Wooster slugged out five
homeruns.
The game began auspiciously,
with Urban and Snyder both driving
shotsoverthe right field fence. Jack-
son struck out but made it to first on
the passed ball, just in time for Mihin
to send one out of the park and put
the score at 4--0. Wooster scored
four more in the fifth with a three-ru- n
homer from Kinney and a Ben
Maibach '00 solo shot.
Defiance was ready to go home
before the second game even started.
Wooster had outclassed them 23-- 5,
yet the end was not in sight. Drew
Binkowski '00 pitched the complete
game, giving up two runs on five
photo by Eric Bakken
round of 76 last Saturday.
hits, and a two run Jackson homer,
his fourteenth of the season, put the
Scots up from the first inning.' Back
to back doubles from Snyder and
Jackson scored another run in the
second, and" a single from Jim
Bartlett '98 scored Kinney in the
fourth. Binkowski gave up a two
run gopherball in the fifth, but an
error scored Snyder again in the
fifth.
After walking, stealing second,
and taking advantage of a throwing
error. Urban scored on a wild pitch
in the sixth, and Wooster went home
very happy. Defiance was pretty
happy too, glad that their long week-
end of abuse was finally over. The
team's batting averages had soared to
.458 for Snyder, .427 for Jackson,
and .423 for Kinney. After Sunday,
Jackson led the team with 46 RBIs
and 14 homeruns, and Urban was
not far behind with 13 homers and
40 RBIs.
The Scots took a 1 4-- 1 2 game from
Ohio Dominican on Thursday, and
look to take on conference foe
Ohio Wesleyan University for a
doubleheader this Saturday. The
first pitch is at 1 p.m., and although
this is a team that can win with or
without fans, a little cheering never
hurts.
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Lady Scot
RYAN CLARK
In the past week, the College of
Wooster women's tennis team added
three more victories to their season
record. With these additional wins,
the women improved their overall
record to 14-- 5 on the season, which
is good enough to tie the current
school record for number of season
wins.
On Saturday afternoon, April
19, the Lady Scots took on their
closest conference rival, Allegheny
College, in a home match. Initially
the team struggled but, in the end
the Lady Scots were able to over-
come the characteristically consis-
tent ground strokes of the Allegh-
eny Gators with a final score of 5-- 4.
This victory was significant in that
it puts the Lady Scots above the
Allegheny squad in the seedings at
the annual NCAC tournament. The
Scots recorded wins at I and 2
Women's
JEN FERGUSON
The College of Wooster women's
lacrosse team faced some fierce
competition this past week as they
traveled to Granville for a confer-
ence match with NCAC powerhouse
Denison last Thursday. The Lady
Scots also spent the weekend in
Maryland playing against St. Mary's
on Saturday and Marymount on
Sunday.
The Lady Scots were well pre-
pared for their match with Denison.
Although Denison scored the first
two goals, the Lady Scots came back
with a Marissa Moore '00 goal at the
22:52 mark. Denison would go on
to score five more goals in the first
half to give them a 7-- 1 advantage
over Wooster.
The second half began on a better
note as Kate Messer '99 answered
Denison's first goal of the period
with Wooster's second goal of the
game off a Maggie Buckingham '00
assist. Buckingham scored one of
her own off of a Nikki Kammer '00
assist to bring the score to 8-- 3.
Denison would score two more be-
fore the Wooster offense exploded
for three quick goals from Kammer,
Messer, and Robin Woodard '99 to
narrow the Denison lead to 1 0-- 6.
The Lady Scots continued to play
well as the offense produced more
scoring. Kammer and Buckingham
each added another goal and Messer
added two, but this was not enough
as Denison finished second halfscor-
ing by tacking on anothereight goals
to give them the 18-1- 0 victory.
Messer finished the game with four
goals and two assists and
Buckingham had two goals and one
assist. Goalkeeper Susannah Sprang
'97 had 26 saves in the game. The
tennis attempts to complete banner year
doubles as well as at the 2, 4 and 5
singles spots. At 4 singles, Andrea
Allen '97 held onto a close victory
in what was the deciding match.
Allen was on the court for more than
two hours but eventually triumphed
in three sets over her Allegheny
opponent. With this win, the Lady .
Scots now stand at 5-- 2 in the NCAC.
The following Monday, April
2 1 , the Lady Scots hosted the women
from Mount Union College. De-
spite the absence of two starters, 5
singles player, Kirsten Shriver '98,
due to a knee injury and 3 singles
player Emily. Reseigh '97, due to
illness, the Wooster women easily
defeated the Mount Union squad in
this non-conferen- ce match with a
final score of 8-- 1.
On Wednesday, April 23, the
Lady Scots challenged the Lady
Eagles of Ashland at the Wooster
home courts. Although the match
was eventually stopped due to rain,
lacrosse trudges on
loss dropped the Lady Scots to 3--6
overall and 3--3 in the NCAC.
The trip to Maryland did not start
oulorta positive note with the first
- of the two games. ' The lady Scots
had to face a tough St. Mary's team
on Saturday. St. Mary's would hold
an 1 1 --0 lead before Wooster would
get its first goal from Woodard off a
Messer assist with 1 :27 remaining
in the first half. St. Mary's would
score one more time before the end
of the first half to take a 12-- 1 half-tim- e
lead.
St. Mary's also opened the sec-
ond half scoring with two goals in
the first part of play before Woodard
would get her second goal of the"
game off of a Messer assist at 2 1 :44.
This ended the Wooster scoring for
the game, but St. Mary's was not
finished as they scored six more
times to give them the 20-- 2 victory
over the Lady Scots. Sprang fin-
ished the game with 25 saves to
anchor the Wooster defense. Al-
though the Lady Scots suffered the
setback. Head Coach Tamra Barnes
said, "the whole team played well"
against the well prepared St. Mary's
team.
Sunday looked to be a better day
for the Lady Scots as they faced off
with Marymount. Woodard opened
the scoring with a goal at 26:33 off
of a Messer assist. Marymount an-
swered with one of their own before
Buckingham gave Wooster the 2-- 1
lead with a goal at 16:38 off of a
Kammer assist. Marymount would
score twice more to take the 3--2 lead
with 14:01 remaining in the half
before Buckingham tied the score
with a goal at 6:59.
Marymount scored twice again
before Kammer added her first goal
of the game to make the score 5-- 4 in
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Sonia Vaidya '00 returns a shot
favorof Marymount. The scoring in .
the first halfended with Marymount
scoring two more goalsJ-of- g
Woodard scored her se"nagoiaLcgf -
the game off a Kaa - pSf '."
six seconds remaifW.4 i xT,. .Marymount took the 793&r
into the second half.
Marymount came out strong to
start the second half as they scored
four goals before Wooster answered
with fourof their own. Kammer and
Messer each added one goal and
Moore added two to complete the
Woosterscoring. Marymount would
score once more to make the final
score 1 2-- 9 and Wooster dropped to
a 3-- 8 overall record.
Messer had one goal and three
assists in the game and leads Wooster
with 22 goals and 1 1 assists on the
season. Moore has 22 goals and one
assist and Buckingham and
Woodard each have 1 1 goals, with
Buckingham tallying seven assists
and Woodard four. Goalkeeper
Sprang had 24 saves in the loss.
Barnes said, "The team was tired
from Saturday and it showed," but
Becca Turner '00 and Sarah Hibler
'00,
.
both returning from injuries,
played "great games over the
weekend."
The Lady Scots will travel to face-o- ff
against Wittenberg this Friday at
7 p.m. They will then travel to.
Earlham for a Saturday afternoon
game. Barnes is "very confident --
going into this weekend. We're
going to have to work hard and be
well prepared." These two games
will round out the regular season for
the Lady Scots who currently sit at
3-- 8 overall and 3--3 in the confer-
ence. Midwest Trials will be held at
Wooster on Sunday beginning at
10 a.m.
photo by Man Dilyard
during a recent p re-ga-me workout.
Track looks
BRAD TOWNSEND
The 1997 All-Oh- io Track and
Held Championships were held this
fit"$turday. The men finished
tt "iT2feIe the women were
,
-
' ? !gT respective fields.
le teams know tnat they
must perform better. Coach Dennis
Rice is confident that they will.
The men scored 16.5 points in
placing 1 1 th. Tim Sir Louis '00 was
eigth in the Long Jump, leaping 20'
4 14," and sixth in the Pole Vault,
clearing 13' 6," tying Braden of
Heidleberg. Shane Bartholomew
'00, was fifth in the Discus, throw-
ing 140' 2." Andrew Dawson '99
was eigth in the 1500m run, finish-
ing in a time of 4:07.3, and Damian
Dollard '98, was fifth in the 1 10m
Hurdles, gliding the track in 15.46
seconds." Jamie Falquet '98 was
also eigth in the 400m run, as was
Tri ysiiLm
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(3) MONTH PAYMENT
the Lady Scots had already clinched
the win with the completed matches.
This victory marked the team's four-
teenth and record-tyin- g win. In the
matches that did get finished, the
Lady Scots recorded no losses. All
three doubles pairs won easily and
the 3 singles player, fflbkjrAind the
4 singles player. Shriver
quickly before the rain fell.
The Lady Scots depart this
Thursday afternoon for the NCAC
conference tournament which is to
be played at OWU. The team looks
forward to more success and is very
proud of the goals they have already
accomplished this season.
Ryan Clark is the weekly women 's
tennis writerfor the Voice and a key
member of the 1997 Lady Scot ten-
nis team. She is next year's 1997-9- 8
Assistant Sports Editor.
to NCACs
Tony Kauke "97 in the 800m.
, Willie Drexler '97 ran the 5000m
in 16:08.5 to finish seventh, and
round out the scoring for the men.
For the women. Ebony" Green
'97 was. fifth in the
discushrowiog 126'2," and
Dietdra Reid '99 was fourth in the
shot put, going 39' 3 14." The
4x 1 00m relay team was eigth get-
ting the baton around in 52.25
seconds. Julie Heck '97 was sec-
ond in the 5000m run, as was
Michelle Poole "97 in the 1500m
run. Behind Poole was Beth
Huffman '00, who was seventh.
Laurie Cappel '99 was fifth in the
400m Hurdles, coming in at
1 :09. 1 5, and concluding the plac-
ing for the Lady Scots was Ellen
Freeman '97 in the 3000m run.
The two-da-y NCAC meet be-
gins today at noon. Action will
begin at f0:30 tomorrow.
Ltd.j
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head coach Graham Ford,
Wilder Cup last Saturday.
It's cricket
team. They distinguished them-
selves by throwing in an outstand-
ing performance."'
Aghur Shah Huwin 'VS. cap
tain el' ins.- - Wo. vtcr 'cam -- .aid. ' It
art pcr'ormur.e'c en the
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Play was lie!d-u- p for a levv min-
utes as Shariq Kaii. the Wooster
wicket-keepe- r seemed severely in-
jured by a SOmph ball from Hussein ,
that beat the batsman to hit Kajiji on 1
the head. However. Kajiji bravely .
kept wickets throughout the rest of
the Haverford innings. j
The highlight of Wooster' s bowl-
ing was an impressive four-wick- et
haul by Chandramouli who swung
the ball both into and away from the
batsmen. Mukherjee and Malik also
bowled impressive.
Eventually. Wooster' s bowlers
did well, dismissing the Haverford
team for a score of 108 runs. The
fielding was excellent though the
outfield was slow.
please see GREAT SCOT! page
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The Wooster cricket team, led by
competed in the first-eve- r Robert G.
Great Scot!
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i he W,Mii r Cricket Team made
ts .icbut again-- ; ' favertorci College
.niijNi ;.k ..:. hi- - Sa-ju.-aa- y
. inin- - "He r.ii;.. : .1 ew
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games that .ire to he played between
;he two te.ims
The WiH.sijr Cricket team mem-r- s
are Asghar Hussein '9S..Sharic
Kajiji 97. Nadir Aim "9S. Sridhar
Chandramouli "99. Sanam Malak
"99. Vikas Malhotra "9X, Amer
Mahk 97. Fahd Mchmood "99.
Anindya Mukerjee "97. Anant
Padmanabhan "99. Janak Parekh
"00. Ali Rauf "98. Atul Sethi "99.
and Bilal Zuberi "99.
Robert G. Wilder. Woosteralum-nu- s
and trustee who donated the
trophy for the series, was on hand
for the match. He said, It's won-
derful to establish such a relation-
ship with Haverford. We hope it's
the beginning of a long tradition
with at least one match between the
two learns each year." Commenting
on Woosaers performance, he re-
marked;. proud of our Wooster
Men's Baseball
Sat. Ohio Wesleyaa (H) (2) IdaSam. Capital (H) Ipja.
Wed. MaJoae (A) 4pam.
Tfanrs. Walsh (A) 4 pjt.
Scots drop Lords and Gators
KUNAL SINGH
The men's tennis team had a pro-
ductive week as it rounded off its
last full week of regular season ac-
tion. The Scots played three key
matches in that period winning two
against Kenyon and Allegheny, and
losing the third against Denison.
The Scots thus ended their week
with a 12-- 7 overall record, includ-
ing a 4-- 1 record in the NCAC.
The Denison match last Thurs-
day was probably the toughest en-
counter the Scots have had this sea-
son. It ;tssumed even mure signifi-
cance due to the fact that the Scots
and Big Red are the two top teams
vying lor NCAC honors this year.
The match was one-side- d as the Big
Red overpowered the Scots by a
margin if 7-- 0. Die Scots lost ail m
singles in straight sets. Returning
to the lineup for the Scots was 2
singles Biil Marcel I "''V. playing in
his second man!) back from a three
seek absence due to an elbow in-iu- r.
Marc IT. ilong with ' ecd
.lord..:) Str.iass a M Ria
'.
- J Fine Biooiii ""7. 5 Hnck
'laic :..miP'' i.dy Sharp '" .ill
lost ilicir mau tics w r.lv .us causing-thei-r
opponent- - much trouble.
Men's LAX enters final week
1. 1 ki: i.iim:iu.
i lie Scot i.uCrsc 'calll has laced
some '.ii 1 1 ic idt c 1 rr,;x t Hvn 'hie v ear.
.Hid i i) irv io 1 1 rush o.ut ihe season
wjih a linal impressive three game
run. Hiis week, the Scots will travel
to Denison. Wittenberg. and Kenyon
to finish out their regular season
schedule. Right now. the Scots stand
at 6--5 overall and 2-- 2 in the NCAC."
Their final match-up- s will deter-
mine the probability of having a
winning season. '
This past week, the Scots faced
two teams on different ends of the
spectrum. First of all. Wooster de-
stroyed Oberlin for the second time
this year last Wednesday. The fi-
nal score read 14--4. but it was
never that close. Head Coach John
McKechnie had to be pleasedwith
his club's performance in this
match-u- p. as the Oberlin Yeoman
never really put up much ofa fight.
Like the previous game, which had
been played at Carl Dale field in-
stead of on the road, the Scots
upcoming week in Sports:
. Women's
FrL Wittenberg CA) 7 pun.
SaC Earihara (A) 1 pern.
Son. Midwest Trials CH) 10
Strauss was the most competitive of
the Scot performers going down 6-- 4,
7--5 to his 1 counterpart in a
match that could have gone either
way.
After that trouncing, the Scots
had only a day lo regroup and get
ready to play Kenyon on Saturday,
in what was probably their second
toughest conference matchup. The
Scots had lust 6-- 1 lo the Lords in a
non-conferen- ce match in Del'auw a
lew weeks earlier. Tins gave the
encounter even more importance
Irorn the Scot point of view. As
expected, the match w.ls close, go-
ing down lo the wire with the Scots
winning 4-- 3 in ihe end. liarning
crucial points for the Scots were --
Strauss at 1. Gale at 5 and Sharp
at 6. all of whom battled it out lo
win in three sets. The Scots also
won 1 he crucial doubles point, which
in the end was the difference.
Marcell. Riva. and Bloom ended up
on the losing side for the Scots.
Tins was' a much needed victory
for the Scots and could not have
coiiie at a Ixrtter lime, providing
them with a hu'.'C confidence boost
heading into the postscas.-n- .
(
.in Tuesday, the Scots hostd
lk'ticr.v m their ia.-.- i lull rciil.:.- -
died . 'H their beav v oi lerisivc trio
oit 'iin- - !.c'e"'s Ror-- m Jordan '"'7
and l:iic Wiiiims I he three
combined to harass ( )bcr lin all dav .
c.:u-in- g serious match-u- p prob-
lems both on defense and in the
midficld. Oberlin was not the first
school this year to get a headache
from watching the mighty trio go to
work.
Kenyon proved to be a tougher
fight for the Scots lhan the hapless-Yeome- n
were, and the Lords even-
tually pulled out a hard-foug- ht 7-- 6
victory on Saturday. The home field
advantage at Carl Dale field gave
the Scots some momentum, but in
the end it came down to gritty de-
fense in an ugly game. Goalkeeper
Joe Borchelt '99 played well, de-
spite fighting off a Kenyon attack
that just wouldn't quit. Although
. the Scots lost the game, in fact.
Bore he It's save percentage remains
hovering around the respectable 300
mark. Backup goalkeeper Don
Howard 00 also has a similar mark,
giving up six goals while register--
Men's Gott
FrL-S- at - John Carroll
Cleveland
Onldoor Track
IftJotm Carroll (A)
season matchup (they are to com-
plete a match against Case on April
29 which is tied at 2-2- ). The Gators
came into the match ranked fifth in
the NCAC. but could offer I ittle that
could trouble the Scots, who won
the match comfortably 6-- 1. In
singles action. Strauss again proved
too good against his opponent,
outplaying him in straight sets. Gale
and Sharp also won their 5 and 6
matches very easily. Marcell won
his first singles match since March
26 by lending oil his opponent in
three sets, w hile Ktv a was also forced
to go ihe distance.
In doubles piay. the Scot combi-
nations of Strauss and Marcell. Der-
rick YVafford 'M and Sharp, and
David Carney "99 and Mackie
"eierstein "97 were all loo good for
their opposition. Strauss and
Marcell were particularly ruthless
in dispatching off then opponents,
allowing them ust one game.
Inividuaily. Strauss leads the
Scots having compiled an incred-
ible 12 5 record at the l spot He s
toilovv cd by Marcell who is " .11
2 ' ''-'- 5 overall . Riv a who is at 6-- S --
( i.ik- - who is at ! an 1 Shaip a .
.
leas.-se- e TKNNIS. :ije M
I )c-- . die c!o-i- - i. Kci.c -- ss io ri . . - a
o--
. k.i ;' x ivcck-- . nd. 'he ''cots will
liave '.he opportunity tor a rcm.it.'"
as thev wii! ;ace the Lords once
more in Wednesday's season finale
at Kenyon. ITns week also features
matches against riv als Denison and
Wittenberg. The Scots have yet to
face Denison's Big Red. but beat
Wittenberg in their season opener
by a 8-- 2 mark.
Going into the season's final
week, the Scots have registered some
impressive numbers. The trio of Lee.
Jordan, and Williams has accounted
for 75 percent (127 of 172) of the'
team's points this year. Lee leads
the way with 32 goals and 22 assists.
Jordan has 23 goals and 16 assists,
and Williams comes in third with 25
goals and nine assists.
Good Luck to the Scots this week
as they finish out their regular sea-
son schedule. Although the Scots
aren't at home, go on a road trip and
take in a lacrosse game. You won't
be disappointed!
Women's Tennis
rTL-Sa- L NCAC Championships
Men's Tennis
Case Western (H) 4 rxm.
